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Abstract

This paper examines theoretical analyses of vowel harmony in the light of data from Warlpiri, a

language of Central Australia. Modern analyses account for vowel harmony in terms of a constraint

requiring feature agreement within a particular domain (e.g. Backovic, 2000; Lombardi, 1996).

These analyses predict that exclusively suffixing languages should exhibit only rightwards harmo-

nies. They also predict that all disharmonic sequences within a particular domain should be equally

disfavoured. Warlpiri is of interest for two reasons. Firstly it is an exclusively suffixing language, but

it shows both leftwards and rightwards harmonies. Secondly, it permits one disharmonic sequence

within the lexicon, but not its converse. We show that the leftwards harmony is not an exception to the

predictions of modern analyses, as it is morphologically and not phonologically motivated. However,

we show that agreement constraints cannot account for the evidently related harmony constraints on

the structure of the lexicon in Warlpiri. Rather, these must be accounted for by constraints against

specific disharmonic sequences. Under this ‘anti-disagreement’ analysis the structure of the lexicon

follows from the grammar.
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1. Introduction

Recent analyses of vowel harmony (e.g. Bakovic, 2000; Lombardi, 1996) require

vowels within a domain to agree for a particular value of some feature (e.g. [+round]). This

line of analysis makes two predictions. Firstly, as the agreement requirement is non-

directional, the direction of vowel harmony must be determined by other factors. Secondly,

there should be no asymmetries in permissible vowel sequences—i.e. there should for

example be no language which disallows [+round] [�round] sequences, but allows

[�round] [+round] sequences. Using data from Warlpiri, a language of central Australia,

we will show that the first prediction is correct, but the second is not. We will show that

vowel harmonies are better analysed in terms of constraints against specific disharmonic

sequences, rather than in terms of a general constraint requiring harmony.

One of the principal traditional categories for the description of vowel harmonies is

directionality. Harmonies are described as either progressive (rightwards) or regressive

(leftwards). Bakovic (2000: 6–8) summarises a body of evidence arguing that the direction

of vowel harmony will depend upon one of two factors:

a. Root vs affix status

b. The feature [ATR]

The most common pattern is that harmonies propagate from the root into affixes, producing

the following patterns:

a. Suffix only languages – rightwards harmony

b. Languages with both prefixes and suffixes – bi-directional harmony spreading

from the root

There are a small number of cases where an affix vowel can determine harmony. All of these

involve the feature [ATR], and normally it is the case that a [+ATR] vowel in an affix

determines the appearance of [+ATR] vowels elsewhere in the word. Analyses of harmonies

involving [ATR] vowels vary (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 2002; Bakovic, 2000: 51–53).

Warlpiri is a suffix-only language. The feature [ATR] is not contrastive in its vowel

inventory. Nonetheless, Warlpiri exhibits both leftwards and rightwards harmonies. There

are two rightwards harmonies and one leftwards harmony. Both the rightwards harmonies

are synchronically active. We show that the leftwards harmony is not synchronically active.

We show further that when it was active, the leftwards direction was not determined by

phonological concerns, but rather arose solely because of a constraint against homophony

between distinct morphological categories.

We consider alternative analyses of the Warlpiri data and show that they fail to account

for the full range of vowel harmony patterns. The Warlpiri vowel harmonies are harmonies

on the feature [round]. We propose that there are two distinct disagreement constraints—

one against [+round][�round] sequences and another against [�round][+round]

sequences. All of the alternative analyses, including the most recent (McCarthy, 2003),

analyse vowel harmony patterns in terms of a general constraint requiring agreement for

some feature, in this case AGREE[round].
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The choice between these two analyses is dependent on the way in which morpheme

structure constraints are to be integrated into the grammar. Kisseberth (1972: 207) observes

that:

. . . to state a separate morpheme structure rule as well as a phonological rule specifying the

same constraint fails to capture the fact that a single constraint is at work in such cases; such an

analysis treats the phonological rule as something not only distinct from the morpheme

structure rule but indeed unrelated to it.

Kisseberth’s point has been one of the major tenets of subsequent phonological theories

(e.g. Prince and Smolensky, 2002: 209).

In Warlpiri, the sequence [�round][+round] is not permitted within roots, but the

sequence [+round][�round] is permitted. The morpheme structure constraint against

[�round][+round] sequences is evidently a harmonic constraint. However, it cannot be

integrated with the harmonies if these are analysed in terms of a constraint requiring

general agreement. Under such a constraint, [+round][�round] sequences are necessarily

as disharmonic as [�round][+round] sequences. Under our analysis, where each dis-

harmonic sequence is subject to a distinct constraint, the morpheme structure constraints

follow from the structure of the grammar. Under an analysis positing a general agreement

constraint, the morpheme structure constraints must be expressed by unrelated formal-

isms.

2. Rightwards vowel harmony

As mentioned, there are two rightwards harmonies in Warlpiri. One of these is

categorical, and is found in all varieties of Warlpiri. It harmonises /u/ to /i/ in adjacent

syllables. This harmony is unrestricted, and applies to all grammatical affixes and clitics

with underlying /u/ (Nash, 1986: 86).1

(1) a. minija-kurlu-rlu=lku=ju=lu

cat-PROP-ERG=then=me=they

b. kurdu-kurlu-rlu=lku=ju=lu

child-PROP-ERG=then=me=they

c. maliki-kirli-rli=lki=ji=li

dog-PROP-ERG=then=me=they

Intervening labial consonants /p/, /w/ block the spread of this harmony pattern (Hale, 1973:

406 fn. 9; Nash, 1986: 87).2

(2) a milpirri-puru *milpirri-piri

cloud-during
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b. ngamirni-ki-purdangka *ngamirni-ki-pirdangka

MOBR-DAT-same.gen.kinsman

c. ngali-wurru *ngali-wirri

12-EMPH

In autosegmental phonological terms, this harmony has been analysed as perseverant

delinking of the feature [+round] from vowels following the stem (e.g. Nash, 1986: 88ff;

Laughren, 2000). That the harmonising feature is [round] is shown by the interaction with

labial consonants. We assume that all phonological processes are strictly local, and hence

that intervening consonants necessarily bear the harmonising feature (Gafos, 1996 [1999];

Öhman, 1966). If this harmony operated through labials, then the labials would be specified

as [�round]. The combination [labial, �round] is highly marked. The harmony fails to

apply in contexts where it would otherwise create this highly marked structure.

The other progressive pattern harmonises /i/ to /u/, again in adjacent syllables.

Productively, consonant-final loanwords receive a final epenthetic /i/, unless the preceding

vowel is /u/, in which case the final epenthetic vowel is also /u/.3

(3) English Warlpiri

yard yarti

truck turaki

rubbish rapiji

machine majini

bullock puluku

nannygoat nanikutu

mule miyurlu

This harmony also applies to some other bound morphemes with underlying /i/ vowels, but

not in a consistent way. It affects at least the following morphemes: =rni ‘hither’, =ni ‘poor

me’/‘2nd person pejorative’, =rli ‘1st dual inclusive’, =rlijarra ‘1st dual exclusive’ and

=rlipa ‘1st plural’.4

(4) a. minija=rli nya-ngu

cat=12 see-PAST

‘we saw the cat’

b. kuyu=rlu nga-rnu

meat=12 eat-PAST

‘we ate the meat’

c. pina=rni ya-nu

back=hither GO-PAST

‘he came back hither’
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attaches must be vowel-final). We do not address this interesting issue here.



d. wararrku=rnu parnka-ja

slither=hither RUN-PAST

‘it slithered hither’

It does not affect polysyllabic bound morphemes with an /i/ in the initial syllable, other

than =rlijarra and =rlipa.5 The class of bound morphemes showing the /i/ to /u/ harmony

does not therefore form a phonological or morphological class. Further, there is both

dialectal and idiolectal variation in the application of the harmony. Unfortunately,

information on the extent of this variation is limited. Nash (1986: 82) states that the

harmony is found in northern and western Warlpiri. However, there are tokens from

western speakers in the Warlpiri corpus which fail to show the harmony. The harmony is

not usual for south-western dialects (M. Laughren p.c.). We do not attempt to account for

the morphological, dialectal and idiolectal variation shown by the /i/ to /u/ harmony in

bound morphemes. We account only for the phonological factors relevant to the

variation.

The two rightwards vowel harmony patterns are of the familiar ‘stem-controlled’

variety, where non-stem vowels (affixal or epenthetic) harmonise to agree with stem

vowels. We analyse them in terms of the following constraints.

(5) *[�RD][+RD]

Avoid sequences of vowels specified as [�RD][+RD].

(6) *[+RD][�RD]

Avoid sequences of vowels specified as [+RD][�RD].

(7) IO-IDENT[�RD]

Input segments with the feature [�RD] must find a corresponding

output segment with the feature [�RD]

(8) RT-IDENT[RD]

Input segments in the root with the feature [RD] must have a corresponding

output with the same specification for [RD]

(9) *[LAB, �RD]

Avoid [LAB] gestures that are associated with [�RD].

The constraints in (5) and (6) require that adjacent segments do not disagree in feature

specifications for [round]. The constraints in (7) and (8) are standard Faithfulness

constraints (McCarthy and Prince, 1995). The constraint in (9) is a standard Markedness

constraint. It derives from the same assumptions of strict locality mentioned above.

We begin with a consideration of the /i/ > /u/ harmony, as this shows the greatest

range of variation. In those cases where bound morphemes in /i/ do not harmonise to a

preceding /u/, the following constraint ranking is required. We refer to those varieties not

showing this harmony as ‘Dialect A’.
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(10) No /i/ > /u/ harmony, Dialect A

In these cases, the ranking of IO-Ident[-RD] over the harmony constraints preserves

underlying /i/ vowels everywhere.

In those cases where the /i/ > /u/ harmony applies, the following constraint ranking

operates. We refer to these cases collectively as ‘Dialect B’.

(11) i->u harmony, Dialect B

In these cases, the ranking of the harmony constraints over IO-Ident[-RD] will cause suffixal

/i/ vowels to harmonise to a preceding /u/ vowel.

As illustrated in (3), epenthetic vowels invariably show the /i/->/u/ harmony. This

follows from the fact that epenthetic vowels are not subject to faithfulness constraints.

The default epenthetic vowel in Warlpiri is i. We analyse this as following from the

rankings in (12).

(12) *[+LO] >> *[�LO]

*[+RD] >> *[�RD]

The effects of these rankings on epenthetic vowels are illustrated in (13).

(13)
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/yanu-rni-rli/ RT-IDENT[RD] IO-IDENT[�RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD]

a. yanu-rni-rli *

b. yanu-rnu-rli *! *

c. yanu-rnu-rlu **!

/yanu-rni-rli/ RT-IDENT[RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. yanu-rni-rli *!

b. yanu-rnu-rli *! *

c. yanu-rnu-rlu **

d. yanu-rni-rlu *! * *

yard *[+LO] *[+RD] *[�LO] *[�RD]

a. yarti * *

b. yartu *! *

c. yarta *! *



However, the /i/->/u/ harmony constraints outrank the constraint against [+RD] vowels.

(14)

The principal progressive harmony is one where suffixal /u/ vowels assimilate to a

preceding /i/ vowel. This harmony follows from either of the rankings in (10) (Dialect A) or

(11) (Dialect B) without additional stipulation, as shown in (15) and (16).

(15) u->i harmony, Dialect A

(16) u->i harmony, Dialect B

This harmony is blocked, in both dialects, by the ranking of the markedness constraint

against unrounded labials over the harmony constraints, as shown in (17) (only the dialect

B ranking shown here).

(17) labial blocking, Dialect B
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bullock *[+RD][�RD] *[+LO] *[+RD] *[�LO] *[�RD]

a. puluki *! * *

b. puluku * *

c. puluka *! *

/maliki-rlu/ RT-IDENT[RD] IO-IDENT[�RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD] [�RD]

a. maliki-rlu *!

b. maliki-rli

c. maluku-rlu *! **

/maliki-rlu/ RT-IDENT[RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. maliki-rlu *!

b. maliki-rli

c. maluku-rlu *! **

/maliki-puraji/ RT-IDENT[RD] *[LAB, �RD] *[�RD][+RD]

a. maliki-puraji *

b. maliki-piraji *!

c. maluku-puraji **!



McCarthy (2003: 12) proposes an alternate analysis of the labial blocking effects in

Warlpiri, deriving them from a constraint ‘Labial Attraction’:

(18) LABATT

Return every i that is immediately preceded by a labial consonant (p, m, w)

Under this constraint sequences pi, mi, and wi are ill-formed. MCarthy (2003)

distinguishes between what he calls ‘new’ and ‘old’ instances of the same constraints.

These sequences do appear in the lexicon, as McCarthy notes. His explanation for this is

that the ‘old’ version of this constraint is necessarily outranked by root faithfulness. The

‘new’ version of this constraint evaluates surface forms which arise from phonological

alternation (i.e. in derived environments). Hence, it prevents the harmonisation of affixal u

vowels when these ill-formed sequences would result. This constraint differs from that in

(9), which is a constraint on secondary articulation of [�RD] segments in conjunction with

labials (which are necessarily [+RD]).

The crucial cases differentiating our analysis from McCarthy’s are those involving

loanwords where the source language has a final labial consonant.6 These loanwords will

receive a final epenthetic vowel which, under McCarthy’s analysis, should also be subject

to the NLABATT constraint (i.e. the ‘new’ form). Under McCarthy’s analysis, this is because

they occur in a derived environment. Alternatively (if one does not distinguish between

new and old markedness constraints), it is because epenthetic vowels are not subject to

faithfulness constraints, as noted above.

Loanwords with an original final labial show an epenthetic i vowel in Warlpiri (Nash,

1983: 6, 8).

(19) English Warlpiri

museum nyujiyimi

tap tapi

shut ‘im up jatimapi

In these cases, McCarthy’s analysis predicts that the epenthetic vowel should be u, to

avoid violation of the high-ranked constraint NLABATT.7

(20)
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tap nLABATT AGREE[RD] *[+RD] *[�RD]

a. tapi *! *

b. tapu *

6 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
7 The constraint ranking here is that appearing in McCarthy (2003: 15), with the addition of the constraints

deriving epenthetic vowels.



Our analysis predicts that labial consonants should have no effect on epenthetic vowels.

(21)

It should be noted that under our analysis labial consonants have no inherent blocking

effect on rounding harmonies. In the following section, we discuss the regressive /i/->/u/

harmony, which as McCarthy notes (2003: 14), is not blocked by labials.

(22) yirrpi-rni ‘insert-NP’ kipi-rni ‘winnow-NP’

yurrpu-rnu ‘insert-P’ kupu-rnu ‘winnow-P’

3. Leftwards harmony

Warlpiri has a single leftwards harmony which harmonises /i/ to /u/, in adjacent

syllables. It appears only in verbal paradigms. Before describing the harmony, it is

necessary to briefly describe the Warlpiri verbal system. In Warlpiri, there are two major

verbal part-of-speech categories. There is a closed class of directly inflecting verbs. The

open verbal word class consists of non-inflecting particles, which are known as preverbs

in the literature on Warlpiri (Nash, 1986: 42). Since there are only approximately 110

verbs in Warlpiri, the majority of verbal predicate meanings are conveyed by compounds

of a preverb and a verb. The internal semantic relations within these compounds vary

considerably, but the constituents display the prosodic characteristics of independent

words.8

(23) tı́irl-pàrdi-mi párdi-mi

split/separate-EMERGE-NP emerge/arise-NP

‘split(s), separate(s)’ ‘emerge(s), arise(s)’

The compound verb ‘split apart, separate’ consists of a preverb tiirl and a verb form pardi,

which means ‘emerge, arise’ when it appears independently. The verb does not carry its

independent meaning into the compound, and as such, it functions as an auxiliary verb.

Nonetheless, the verb form pardi-mi is still phonologically a word. It maintains an

independently assigned stress, and it satisfies the bimoraic word minimum. For the same

reasons, the preverb tiirl is also a word, even though it cannot appear independently (see

Baker and Harvey, 2003 for further discussion).
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tap *[LAB, �RD] *[+RD][�RD] *[+RD] *[�RD]

a. tapi *

b. tapu *!

8 Nash (1986: 140) states that preverbs such as tiirl have a short vowel (hence, tirl). However, more recent

sources list all monosyllabic preverbs with a long vowel. We follow the more recent source here.



In descriptions of Warlpiri, verbs are organized into five conjugations (Nash, 1986: 40–

41, 242–246). Each conjugation has its own paradigm of tense, aspect and mood

suffixation.

(24) Conj1 Conj 2 Conj 3 Conj 4 Conj 5

‘speak’ ‘rub’ ‘see’ ‘eat’ ‘go’

Past wángka-ja mápa-rnu nyá-ngu ngá-rnu yá-nu

Non-Past wángka-Ø ~ wángka-mi mápa-rni nyá-nyi ngá-rni yá-ni

Presentative wángka-nya mápa-rnı̀nya nyá-nganya ngá-rninya yá-nanya

Imperative wángka-ya mápa-ka nyá-ngka ngá-nja yá-nta

Future wángka-ji mápa-ku nyá-ngku ngá-lku yá-nku

Conjugations 1 and 2 are the major conjugations, each having approximately 50 members.

Conjugations 3, 4 and 5 are minor conjugations totalling a dozen or so verbs. We analyse

the inflected verbal paradigms as consisting of sets of fully listed lexemes, for the following

reasons.

a. The verbal class is closed.

b. It is not possible to predict on either phonological or semantic grounds, the

inflectional paradigm to which any particular verb root belongs.

Following authors such as Jackendoff (2002: 152ff), and Clahsen (1999), among others, we

distinguish broadly between productive morphology, on the one hand, and semi-productive

or unproductive morphology, on the other. Words of the former type, we assume, are

derived by symbol concatenating processes of the familiar ‘N+affix’ sort. The latter, by

contrast, are stored as fully specified items in speakers’ long-term memories. The fact that

the Warlpiri finite verbs are unproductive (characteristic (a)), and involve rules which

mention specific lists of lexemes (characteristic (b)), rather than symbols such as ‘V’ or

‘N’, place them in the semi-productive/unproductive class in this model.9

The leftwards harmony is found where the Past tense suffix has a /u/ vowel (Conjuga-

tions 2–5). If the root has a final /i/, then it is affected by a leftwards /i/ > /u/ harmony in the

Past Tense.

(25) kiji-rni ‘throw-NP’ pangi-rni ‘dig-NP’ yirra-rni ‘put-NP’

kuju-rnu ‘throw-P’ pangu-rnu ‘dig-P’ yirra-rnu ‘put-P’

This is therefore a rare example of an affix-controlled harmony which does not involve the

feature [ATR]. This harmony is not however found with the Future form of verbs from

Conjugations 2–5, which take the suffix -ku. Rather, this Future form shows the usual

rightwards u-to-i harmony, with the -ku suffix harmonising to the root.

(26) kiji-ki ‘throw-FUT’ pangi-ki ‘dig-FUT’ yirra-ku ‘put-FUT’
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languages, see Baker and Harvey (2003).



The question is why the Past Tense does not show the usual rightwards harmony. The

answer lies in the forms that would be selected by the usual rightwards harmony

constraints, as shown in (27) and (28).

(27) leftwards harmony, Dialect B

(28) leftwards harmony, Dialect A

The form selected by the usual rightwards harmony constraints kiji-rni ‘throw-P’ is

segmentally identical to the Non-Past. Given that 40 of the 110 verbs in Warlpiri have

/i/ final roots and take Past Tense suffixes involving /u/, operation of the rightwards

harmony would result in a significant loss of morphological information.

We propose that the actual Past Tense forms result from the ranking of a constraint

preventing the phonological merger of distinct morphological categories, over the root

faithfulness constraint. This constraint is MorphDis, as defined by McCarthy and Prince

(1995: 310).

(29) MorphDis (morphemic disjointness)

x � Mi ! x 6�Mj, for instances of morphemes Mi 6¼ Mj and for x a specific

segmental (autosegmental) token. ‘‘Distinct instances of morphemes have

distinct contents, tokenwise.’’

This constraint will account for the non-selection of kiji-rni ‘throw-P’. However, as shown

in (30), the synchronic constraint ranking in Warlpiri will never select the actual form

kuju-rnu over the unattested disharmonic candidate kiji-rnu. Synchronically, the constraint

requiring root-identity must be more highly ranked than the constraints against dishar-

monic vowel sequences, to force affixes to harmonise with roots (the pattern found with the

productive rightwards harmonies).
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/kiji-rnu/ ‘throw-P’ RT-IDENT[RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. kiji-rnu *!

b. kiji-rni

c. kuju-rnu *! **

/kiji-rnu/ ‘throw-P’ RT-IDENT[RD] IO-IDENT[�RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD]

a. kiji-rnu *!

b. kiji-rni

c. kuju-rnu *! **



(30) leftwards harmony, Dialects A & B10

Evidently, the leftwards harmony must have operated at an earlier historical stage of

Warlpiri, which we term ‘Pre-modern Warlpiri’, when one or more of the constraints

against disharmonic vowel sequences was more highly ranked than the constraint requiring

root faithfulness, as shown in (31).

(31) Pre-modern Warlpiri

Synchronically, as previously discussed, we analyse the harmonized Past Tense forms as

listed lexemes. Therefore, they are the input forms for evaluation of Past Tense verbs in

Modern Warlpiri.

(32) Modern Warlpiri, Dialect B

(33) Modern Warlpiri, Dialect A
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/kiji-rnu/ ‘throw-P’ MORPHDIS RT-IDENT[RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD]

a. kiji-rnu *

b. kiji-rni *! kiji+rni ‘throw+NP’

c. kuju-rnu *!

/kiji-rnu/ ‘throw-P’ MORPHDIS *[�RD][+RD] RT-IDENT[RD] *[+RD][�RD]

a. kiji-rnu *!

b. kiji-rni *! kiji+rni

‘throw+NP’

c. kuju-rnu ** *

/kuju-rnu/ ‘throw-P’ RT-IDENT[RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. kiji-rnu **! *

b. kiji-rni **!

c. kuju-rnu

/kuju-rnu/ ‘throw-P’ RT-IDENT[RD] IO-IDENT[�RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD]

a. kiji-rnu **! *

b. kiji-rni **!

c. kuju-rnu

10 We do not consider IO-IDENT[�RD], whose ranking distinguishes dialect A from dialect B, because it has no

effect with the leftwards harmony.



In effect, there is no synchronically operative leftwards harmony in Warlpiri. The

apparently harmonised forms are fully faithful to their irregular, but lexically listed inputs.

4. Leftwards harmony in derived verbal structures

The leftwards harmony did not propagate across the word-level boundary within

preverb-verb compounds (Nash, 1986: 85).

(34) [pirri]WD-[kiji-rni]WD [pirri]WD-[kuju-rnu]WD *[purru]-[kuju-rnu]

scatter-THROW-NP scatter-THROW-P

The harmony did, however, affect one set of derived verbal forms, those involving the

Inceptive suffix -nji. The Inceptive patterns formally as a verb, with a conjugation virtually

identical to that of the Conjugation 5 verbs. An example paradigm of the Inceptive, based

on the ‘throw’ verb, is given in (35).11

(35) Past kúju-rnu-njù-nu ‘went and threw’

Non-Past kı́ji-rni-njı̀-ni ‘goes and throws’

Imperative kı́ji-rni-njı̀-ngka ~ kı́ji-rni-njı̀-nta ‘go and throw!’

Future kı́ji-rni-njı̀-nki ‘will go and throw’

Baker and Harvey (2003) discuss the Inceptive construction, and show that it has two

immediate constituents. One is the Non-Past form of the verb, which functions as a word-

level stem. The other consists of the inflected Inceptive paradigm.

(36) [[kı́ji-rni]WD-njı̀-ni]WD

throw-NP-INCEP-NP

The metrical relation between the inflected Inceptive and the stem is the same as that

between the preverb and the verb in verbal compounds. Each constituent functions as a

metrical domain, and hence the regular alternating pattern of stress assignment does not

apply.12 However, their morphological structure is distinct. The preverb-verb structure is a

compound of two lexical constituents. The Inceptive has one lexical constituent – the stem,

and one grammatical constituent – the inflected Inceptive. Therefore, there is no left word

boundary preceding the Inceptive. There is a left word boundary preceding the verb in the

preverb-verb compound. Left word boundaries are barriers to phonological patterns

generally in Warlpiri, including all harmony patterns (Nash, 1986: 88). As we will see

in the ensuing discussion, a further difference between the Inceptive construction and

preverb-verb compounds is that the former is lexicalised, whereas the latter is productive.

Nash (1986: 85) describes propagation of the leftwards harmony into the stem from the

Past Inceptive form as obligatory. However examination of the Warlpiri corpus shows that

there is variation as to whether the harmony propagates. With forms derived from verbs

from Conjugations 2–5, the harmony may or may not propagate.
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(37) Non-Harmonized Harmonized

páka-rni-njù-nu páka-rnu-njù-nu
strike-NP-INCEP-PAST strike-NP-INCEP-PAST

yı́rra-rni-njù-nu Not attested

put-NP-INCEP-PAST

Not attested lúwa-rnu-njù-nu
spear-NP-INCEP-PAST

Conjugation 1 verbs are only very rarely attested in Inceptive forms. The few tokens in the

corpus do not show propagation of the harmony.13

(38) pirliyi-jarri-Ø-nju-nu *pirliyi-jarru-Ø-nju-nu
wattle sp-INCH-NP-INCEP-P wattle sp-INCH-NP-INCEP-P

wanti-Ø-nju-nu *wantu-Ø-nju-nu

fall-NP-INCEP-P fall-NP-INCEP-P

When presented with constructed Conjugation 1 Inceptive forms, speakers accept only

the unharmonised forms.14

(39) wirnpirli-Ø-nju-nu *wurnpurlu-Ø-nju-nu
whistle-NP-INCEP-P whistle-NP-INCEP-P

With at least one Conjugation 1 verb, speakers use an alternate construction to convey the

Inceptive meaning. All verbs in Warlpiri have Infinitive forms, which may function as

preverbs in a compound with the ‘go’ verb (Nash, 1986: 44–45). The distinction between

this construction and the Inceptive construction is illustrated with the Conjugation 2 verb

yunpa ‘sing’ in (40).

(40) yunpa-rni-nja-ya-nu yunpa-rnu-nju-nu

sing-NP-INF-go-P sing-NP-INCEP-P

‘sang while going along’ ‘went off and sang’

With the Conjugation 1 verb yampi ‘leave’, the compound construction conveys the

Inceptive meaning.

(41) yampi-Ø-nja-ya-nu

leave-NP-INF-go-P

‘went off and left it’

The ‘leave’ verb is not attested in the Inceptive construction.
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Given that the Inceptive has an irregular and unpredictable distribution across the verbal

lexicon, we analyse it as a lexicalised construction. Like many lexicalised constructions, it

displays irregular and variable morpho-phonological patternings arising from the differing

rankings of constraints at different historical periods. We analyse the Inceptive tokens

which do show harmony as reflecting the historical operation of the leftwards vowel

harmony into the stem. We analyse the tokens which do not show harmony as innovations,

resulting from paradigm-uniformity effects. The general stem for derived verb forms in

Warlpiri is the Non-Past form (Baker and Harvey, 2003). Therefore, when the leftwards

harmony ceased to be productive, alternate forms showing a regular, non-harmonised stem

competed with the harmonised forms.

5. Theoretical models of assimilation and dissimilation

Current models of assimilation propose that assimilation follows from a requirement

that segments agree in their specification for some feature. This model predicts that the

linear sequencing of segments should be irrelevant to assimilation. That is, if a and b

are disharmonic for some feature, then [a. . .b] and [b. . .a] are both equally dishar-

monic.

Our analysis predicts that the linear sequencing of segments is an independent variable

which may affect the operation of assimilation and dissimilation processes. This prediction

may be illustrated with Pre-modern Warlpiri. The general constraint ranking we have

proposed for Pre-modern Warlpiri is shown in (42).

(42) MORPHDIS >> *[�RD][+RD] >> RT-IDENT[RD] >> *[+RD][�RD] >> IO-IDENT[�RD]

Under this ranking, there should be no roots in the lexicon with the sequence iC(C)u

(unless the intervening consonant is a labial). The same constraint ranking will, however,

allow uC(C)i sequences. This is a historical truth about the Warlpiri lexicon. There are no

native Warlpiri roots with the iC(C)u sequence (modulo C a labial), while there are many

roots with the uC(C)i sequence (Nash, 1986: 73–75).

Under positive Agree constraints, it is not possible to distinguish uC(C)i sequences

from iC(C)u sequences, since both violate Agree equally. This is shown in (43), where the

Agree analysis predicts that attested roots, such as yurdi ‘tree top’ should not in fact have

been permitted under the same constraint ranking that historically drove the leftwards

harmony.

(43) Pre-modern Warlpiri, Agree
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/yurdi/ AGREE[RD] RT-IDENT[RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. yurdi *!

b. yurdu * *!

c. yirdi *



Under our analysis, roots in Pre-modern Warlpiri with the sequence uC(C)i are

permitted, because there are two distinct disagreement constraints, as shown in (44).

(44) Pre-modern Warlpiri, *iC(C)u

Synchronically, loans with the iC(C)u sequence are permitted (Nash, ibid.). This falls

out from our synchronic analysis of Warlpiri, as the disharmony constraints no longer

outrank the Root Identity constraint.15

(45) iC(C)u roots, Dialect B

(46) iC(C)u roots, Dialect A

Constraints referring to distinctions in linear sequencing are not restricted to assimilation

phenomena. Dissimilation phenomena are traditionally handled with the Obligatory Contour

Principle (Leben, 1973). The OCP does not distinguish between outputs on the basis of linear

sequence of segments. However, McCarthy’s discussion of Sundanese liquid dissimilation

(2003: 15–18) shows that linear sequencing is also relevant to this class of phenomena.

We argue that Agree constraints should be rejected as theoretical devices, because they

imply that linear order should never be a necessary component of assimilation or

dissimilation. Any apparent linear order effects are instead to be derived from morphology

(root versus affix faithfulness for example) or by some other mechanism.
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/yurdi/ *[�RD][+RD] RT-IDENT[RD] *[+RD][�RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. yurdi *

b. yurdu *! *

c. yirdi *!

/nanikut/ RT-IDENT[RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD] IO-IDENT[�RD]

a. nanikutu *

b. nanukutu *! *

c. nanikiti **!

/nanikut/ RT-IDENT[RD] IO-IDENT[�RD] *[�RD][+RD] *[+RD][�RD]

a. nanikutu *

b. nanukutu *! *

c. nanikiti **!

15 We do not address the issue of the epenthetic vowel here.



While these additional mechanisms (which are justified by other areas of the grammar)

may be sufficient in some cases, in other cases they will be unable to derive the correct

result. These cases are not limited to vowel harmony and dissimilation. They extend also,

for example, to place assimilation. Consider the following data from Kayardild (Evans,

1995: 72–73), a language of northern Australia.

(47) /kaE/ + /cultaculta/ ! ka cultaculta

‘language’ + ‘fluent, proper’ ‘proper language’

(48) /ya u / + /-Earpa/ ! ya u Earpa

‘snake’ + ‘because’ ‘because of the snake’

In (47), we see that a root-final dorsal assimilates to the place of a following stop.

However, with the reverse ordering, as in (48), there is no place assimilation. Rather, there

is manner assimilation of the root-final stop.

Under an Agree analysis, we could not derive such a difference in the behaviour of place

assimilation according to linear sequence, for the reasons discussed above. Rather, the

difference in place assimilation patterns is better analysed in terms of constraints such as

*[dorsal] (‘Avoid dorsals in contexts lacking release cues’—Hamilton, 1996: 116), which

bans dorsal segments as the first members of heterorganic clusters. The effects of this

constraint are well-attested in Australian languages. Asymmetric place assimilations of the

kind found in Kayardild are not unusual, nor are asymmetrical constraints on neutralisation

(see Hamilton, 1996 and Steriade, 2001 for many such examples).

We do not examine the full range of assimilation, dissimilation, and harmony phenom-

ena in this paper. However, we note that it appears that surface patterns of assimilation

result from unrelated constraints. Place assimilations result from constraints against the

appearance of particular articulations in positions where particular transition cues are

absent (as argued by Hamilton, 1996 and Steriade, 2001). Vowel harmony and voicing

assimilations, on the other hand, result from constraints against sequences of a feature with

opposing specifications. We assume constraints against opposing specifications are limited

to a single feature—thus, *[+RD][�RD] and *[+HI][�HI] are possible constraints, but

*[+RD][�HI] is not a possible constraint.

6. Conclusion

We have shown that Warlpiri does not require a revision of the principle that

directionality is not a phonological category for harmonies. The apparent contrast in

directionality in Warlpiri reflects the historical operation of a constraint against morpho-

logical homophony. We have shown that it is important to distinguish synchronically active

from synchronically inactive harmonies, as these may reflect quite different grammars.

A natural implication of our analysis is that harmonies can be integrated analytically

with morpheme structure constraints against disharmonic vowel sequences. Since this is a

desirable outcome, we argue that disagreement constraints are to be preferred over positive

‘Agree’ constraints. Positive ‘Agree’ constraints cannot capture the shared characteristics

of harmonies and morpheme structure constraints, as they cannot distinguish between
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particular disharmonic sequences within a domain. Further, given that linear sequencing

constraints are otherwise required to explain dissimilatory processes, models using Agree

constraints involve a greater number of theoretical constructs than our model. Without

recourse to morphological mechanisms to distinguish linear sequences which are dishar-

monic from those which are harmonic, Agree constraints cannot in principle account for

such cases without additional stipulation.
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